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Rdsum4. L'extension du domaine de diffusion des rayons-X
Vers

les petits angles demande

l'emploi de cristaux h r£flexions multiples pour collimater le faisceau. Nous d£crivons une cam£ra

h rayons-X h trois axes oh les r£flexions multiples sont r£alis£es dans deux cristaux h gorge. Nous

donnons ensuite les proc£dures de d£convolution pour obtenir la section efficace de diffusion en

£chelle absolue, ainsi que les r£sultats des mesures effectu£es avec plusieurs dchantillons

typiques : fibres de collagbne, sphbres de silice de 0,3 ~m de diambtre, sphbres de latex de

0,16 ~m de diambtre
en

interaction, charbon lignite poreux, cristaux liquides forrn6s dans un

systkme eau-tensioactif, solution colloidale de sphkres de silice de 0,32 ~m de diambtre.

Abstract. To extend the domain of small angle X-ray scattering requires multiple reflection

crystals to collimate the beam. A double crystal, triple axis X-ray camera using multiple reflection

channel cut crystals is described. Procedures for measuring the desmeared scattering cross-section

on absolute scale are described as well
as

the measurement from several typical samples : fibrils of

collagen, 0.3~m diameter silica spheres, 0.16 ~m diameter interacting latex spheres, porous

lignite coal, liquid crystals in a surfactant-water system, colloidal crystal of 0.32 ~m diameter

silica spheres.

I. Introduction.

Small angle X-ray scattering, pioneered by Guinier [I] in alloys fifty years ago allows the

study of electron density inhomogeneities of colloidal size, I-e- from 5 to 500 h. Much larger

objects can be directly observed under an optical microscope. However, there remains an

intermediate size range, between 500 h and 5 000 h where optical as well as small angle X-

ray scattering are extremely difficult. Efforts have been made to extend the range of

applicability of small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) to ultra small angles (USAXS) by

developing high resolution cameras. We describe here the solution chosen in our laboratory

to build such a camera as well as some
illustrative examples.

To obtain useful USAXS data from
a

colloidal sample, two conditions have to be fulfilled

12j :
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get a minimum momentum q~~~ as small as possible, for which the scattering originated

by the sample can be distinguished from the direct beam, thus increase the resolution by

decreasing the angular divergence of the beam passing through the sample, at least in one

direction ;

still optimize the flux through the sample and reduce as much as possible any parasitic

scattering coming from the tails of the reflection curve of the monochromator as well as from

surface scattering on the crystal faces.

The idea of using angular collimation performed with crystals isntead of slits seems to have

been proposed for the first time by Compton in 1917 [3]. The theory
was established by

Compton and Allison in 1935 [4]. The first striking experimental result obtained by this

method seems to be the measure of the rocking curve width of calcite crystals in 1921 by Davis

and Stempel [5]. In 1926, Slack used the double crystal technique to measure the rocking

curve enlargement due to graphite mosaicity [6]. Fankuchen [7] and Dumond [8] used this

technique independently to obtain high resolution. Beeman, Kaesberg and Ritland used

double crystal techniques in order to measure small angle X-ray scattering of fibers [9-10].

Until 1950, the double crystal techniques could never compete with arrangements using slits

and curved crystals introduced by Guinier [I Ii. The main reason is the strong «
tail

»
of

parasitic scattering which is still coming through the camera without sample when the angle

between the analyser and monochromator crystalline planes are tilted of the order of minutes

of arc :
this parasitic scattering is larger than with slits and focusing crystal arrangements, thus

hiding weak small angle scattering coming from the sample.

In 1965, the crucial step forward came from Bonse and Hart using triple and fivefold

reflections possible on channel-cut crystal [12-13]. These crystals reduce the parasitic tails of

the outgoing beam by several orders of magnitude, hence being competitive with arrange-

ments using slits for scattering angles of the same order of magnitude as beam divergence.

This beam divergence is set by the monochromator material, such as defectless Ge or Si

crystals which became easily available in the last twenty years. We think now that for Bragg

spacings larger than 600 A, the double crystal multiple reflection spectrometer allows easier

measurements than a design involving very high collimation with thin slits and a beam stop.

Several other high resolution X-ray multiple crystal cameras have been described in the

literature :
in Japan for the study of imperfections in nearly perfect crystals by Iida [14] and

for the study of Kr bubbles in amorphous and crystalline Ni~~Y~Kr~ by Ratag [15] in USSR

for the study of the perfection of Si crystals by Koval'chuk [16] in the USA by Koffman for

metallurgical studies [17] and by Als-Nielsen et al. to study smectic thermotropic and diluted

lyotropic lamellar phases [18] ; in Denmark to study various X-ray optical elements for

astronomy by Christensen [19] and in U-K, mainly for the study of muscle structure by Nave

[20] and Bordas [21] or for the study of crystals distorted by epitaxy by Fewster [22].

Last but not least, the single pinhole collimated multiple reflection spectrometer using a

crossed arangement of crystals has been described by Bonse and Hart [13], and more recently

by Bonse and Pahl [23-25].

2. The multiple crystal multiple reflection camera.

2, I PRINCIPLE oF THE CAMERA. The most commonly used experimental setups are limited

by the angular size of the beam covering the image of the X-ray source in the detector plane.

To obtain a minimum q value q~,~
=

4 «IA sin (where A is the wavelength of radiation and

2 the scattering angle) for heterogeneities of size §
=

5 000 hi-e-
q

=

«Ii
=

6 x
10~~ h~

~,

one has to reach a minimum angle about 100 wad with copper Ku radiation. For a

reasonable beam-stop size of 5 mm this leads to increase the sample to detector distance up to
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25 m. This can be done only with a synchrotron source since such a size prohibits the

installation in a laboratory setup using an isotropic source (rotating anode). Keeping the

sample-to-detector distance to I m, the beam stop size would be reduced to 200 ~m. If we

remember that near the beam stop edges the intensity is less than 10~ ~ that of the maximum of

the beam, one is led to build a micro-focus camera, and to reduce any source of the tails of the

beam besides the beam stop.

Detailed experimental aspects of the perforrnances of SAXS
cameras using the focusing

monochromators pioneered by Guinier are discussed in standard textbooks [I1, 26].

A clever setup has been proposed using angular analysis of the outcoming beam instead of
a

position sensitive detector and a beam stop [7-10, 12, 13]. This camera without beam stop uses

a multiple reflection channel cut crystal as monochromator and a second identical crystal to

analyse the scattered light [13]. The divergence of the incident beam is fixed by the

monochromator and the angular width used for detection is given by the width of the

reflection curve of the analyser. Since
a Bragg reflection has

a very small acceptance angle, a

very high resolution is obtained.

The reflection curve R ( 8) of a planar crystal near a Bragg reflection has roughly the shape

of a Lorentzian function. The real curve is given by the dynamic theory of scattering. It is non

symmetrical and the tails follow roughly a (8 8~)~ ~ law. Its expression depends on a
few

parameters relative to the material and to the order of the reflection [12, 27-28]. With copper

Ku radiation, the full width at half maximum of the reflection curve is 35 wad for Si(220),

78 wad for Ge(I II). These are equivalent to a momentum resolution at half maximum of

1.4
x

10T~ h~ and 3.I x
10T~ h~ respectively. High resolution can thus be obtained with a

double crystal diffractometer. However, the (8 8~)~~ tail of the rocking curve leads to an

important background spreading over a large q range.

The use of grooved crystals instead of planar crystals does not greatly modify the width of

the reflection curve but greatly reduces its wings. The n reflections which occur between the

walls of one crystal changes the reflection coefficient R into R~. This results in a very fast

decrease of the tails
as

(8 MB )~~~
; (8 MB )~ ~° for a 5-reflection channel cut crystal as

used by Bonse and Hart [12-13].

The principle of the double crystal spectrometer is given schematically in figure I. The first

crystal, the monochromator, gives a large collimated beam whose very small horizontal

MONOCHROMATOR ANALYSER

X~y~

SLIT

oc/ iffy

SLITS SAMPLE

29
2a~

SOURCE SCINTILLATOR

Fig. I. Principle of the triple axis double crystal multiple reflection spectrometer. The 3 vertical

movements are around the monochromator (a~), around the sample (0 and 2 0), and around the

analyser (a).
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divergence is set by the cutting angle of the crystal [28-29]. A translational and the three

rotational degrees of freedom a~, #i~ and Xm are adjusted so that a broad (I or 2 mm) beam

is centered on the second axis holding the sample in a capillary for scattering in the

transmission geometry. In the vertical plane, the divergence is set by the height of the source

and a pair of vertical slits in front of the sample (I to 5 mm). The collimation is typically

da
=

80 ~rad FWHM (set by Ge II I) in the horizontal plane and dfl
=

3 mrad in the vertical

plane set by the slits. The beam outgoing the sample is analysed by a second multiple

reflection crystal, the analyser. There, three other rotational degrees of freedom
a,

#i and X allow a precise setting of the parallelism between the reflection planes of the

monochromator and analyser crystals. The scattered light and the direct beam are measured

with a scintillator associated with a photomultiplier.

The measurement of the scattering can be done either by rotating the whole detection

system using the movement 2 around the sample axis or by rotating the analyser crystal

around is own axis. The background, obtained without sample in the center of the

goniometer, is the so-called
«

rocking-curve
».

This signal has a
FWHM as well as tails

extending to angles larger than the reflection
curves R

i
and R~ of the two crystals according to

the following convolution integral
:

R~(a )
=

Ri(« &). R~(&) d& (1)

where
a

is the angle between the crystals. The rocking curve is also slightly non symmetrical.

Its tails fall down as a
~ ~ when n reflections

occur on monochromator and analyser crystals.

2.2 REALISATION oF THE MULTIPLE REFLECTION CAMERA. The mechanical design is

shown in figure 2, The double crystal spectrometer is built on a marble table maintaining

a~

em

2

1

7

5

Fig. 2. The three axis double crystal diffractometer built up in our laboratory. The first axis crosses

the monochromator (manual movement), the second crosses the sample holder (0 and 2 0 rotations)

and the third goes through the analyser (detector and
a movement of the analyser) :

I) monochromator

axis, 2) monochromator, 3) moving marble, 4) manually rotating marble, 5) monochromator holder, 6)

stepping motor with linear encoder, 7) support for air cushion, 8) sample holder and 9) analyser holder.
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together the three axes (monochromator, sample and analyser) with an angular stability

within seconds of arc. The source (rotating anode) is not mechanically bound to the camera.

The first goniometric head (n° I) supports the monochromator (n° 2) and a
thick metallic

articulated protection connected to a leaded vacuum tube coming from the source. Two pairs

of crossed guard slits are located just before and just after the monochromator, rotating

around the crystal axis (a~). The central part of the goniometer is a marble plateau (n° 3)

rotating around the sample axis @. The position of marmor (n° 3) can be adjusted in the center

of the beam coming out of the monochromator by adjusting the underlying plate (n° 4), which

moves on an air cushion.

The plateau (n°3) rotates freely around the column (n°5), allowing for a motion of

2 set by the tangential arm (n° 6) with a high precision (I ~m) optical linear encoder. The

distance of the linear encoder to the rotation axis is 600 mm. There is no off axis mass balance

reducing the precision of the positioning since off axis efforts are taken over by a high

precision (3 ~m) air cushion supporting the mass of the analysing unit and using a very flat

track (n° 7) mounted on the basement (n° 4).

The sample is located on the axis of a rotating plate (n°8). During the installation

procedure, the and 2 axes have been set to be parallel within a
few seconds of arc. A

second conventional goniometric head (n° 9), with three rotation movements, supports the

analyser crystal. The vertical rotation axis a~ of the monochromator and
a

of the analyser

are set to be parallel within seconds of
arc. The detector can be moved with a

linear

movement in order to follow the X-ray beam outgoing the analyser when
a movement is

used. Guard slits are placed in front of the analyser crystal and the detector in order to filter

out as much as possible parasitic scattering. The goniometer (n° 9) and the detector can be

moved towards the sample in order to adjust the sample to detector distance. The analyser

crystal, guard slits as well as the detector are located in a vacuum chamber.

Figure 2 shows the multiple reflection double crystal diffractometer which was recently

built in our laboratory for colloid and microemulsion studies. The source is a 18 kW rotating

anode (RU300, Rigaku) with
a copper target and an effective source size of lx I mm. The

three axis goniometer has been designed and built by Microcontrble (Evry, France) [2].

The detector and the analyser can rotate independently around the analyser axis (motion

a
for the analyser). They can rotate as a whole around an axis going through the sample

(movement 2 @). The sample itself can rotate around its axis (movement @). A fourth global

movement (rotation of sample + analyser + detector) around the monochromator allows us

to change easily the monochromator (odd to even number of reflections, Ge to Si) or the

wavelength. All movements, except the global one, are motorised with a reproducibility

better than 5 ~rad. For the 2 angle, and due to the weight of the apparatus, displacements

are achieved by using a tangential arm and a linear encoder instead of a large conventional

goniometer. The beam from source to monochromator and from sample to detector is

maintained under vacuum to prevent both parasitic scattering and beam attenuation. The

background is typically 0.3 count per second, mainly due to the dark current in the detector.

The source-to-monochromator distance is about 1.2 m, sample is 15 cm further and detector

60
cm away from sample. A vertical collimating slit is located just before the monochromator

and a vertical analyser slit is 52 cm away from sample, in order to allow for the deconvolution

of the signal. Ka~ line is usually filtered out by a horizontal slit placed just before the

monochromator. A pair of antiscatter slits is located in front of the sample. All the data

presented in the present paper have been obtained with two triple reflection Ge(I I I) crystals

and Cu Ku radiation and
a

2 scan, except otherwise specified.

The vertical divergence can be modified by changing the slit height. Whatever the slit

conditions, the vertical divergence dfl remains much larger than the horizontal resolution

da. The two extreme vertical divergences dfl which
we have used correspond to scattering
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vectors dq~ of 0,009 l~ and 0.I h~ dq~ can either be of the order of or much larger than

the range of measured q vectors. The collimation is thus either semi-linear or linear. The

angular width at half maximum of the rocking curve is equivalent to a momentum

dq~
=

3.2 x
lo~~ A~

2.3 PERFORMANCES oF THE CAMERA. The high angular resolution, obtained using
a pair

of Ge channel cut crystals, does not prevent the beam at the sample from having a noticeable

intensity: using
a

18kW, lmm~ X-ray source, we obtained
a total flux exceeding

7 x
l~f detected Cu Ku photons per second through the sample and the analyser, as measured

with calibrated attenuators. If
a very small angular fraction of the rays emitted by the source

can be reflected, no spatial selection is made and the beam can be several mm high (see

Tab. I). Due to the angular detection, spreading of the spatial extension of the beam at the

sample does not decrease the resolution. This high resolution could only be achieved by

etching the crystal at ambiant temperature with HNOjHF/CH~COOH in proportions 5/3/3.

Table I. Specifications of our double crystal multiple reflection
camera for Ge (I II) 3

reflection crystals and CuKa radiation. Flux and vertical divergences depend on slit settings.

Aq (HWHM) 1.6
x

10~4 A-I

q~i~ (at 10~3 of maximum intensity) 4 x
10-4 A~l

q~;~ (at 10~5 of maximum intensity) 2 x
10-3 A~l

4l (maximum flux of Rocking Curve) I
x

106 c/s to 7
x

106 c/s

H x V (beam size at sample position) I x
1mm2 2 x 4 mm2

H x V (entrance solid angle) 80 wad x 800 ~rad 80 ~rad x 3 mrad

H x V (analysis solid angle) 80 wad x 2 mrad 80 wad x 16 mrad

The rocking curve of the empty camera (without sample) obtained in our laboratory is

plotted in figure 3. The usual two experimental methods have been used. When a rotation of

angle
a

is performed around the analyser the direct beam always irradiates the analyser

crystal. Scanning angle 2 around the sample displaces the analyser slits, the analyser and the

detector all together. With the triple reflection Ge crystals we use, the two rotation methods

give nearly identical results.

Only a small difference is observed near a =

2
=

mrad, certainly due to the scattering

by the analyser slit, However the slits cannot be removed since they prevent the direct beam

from falling out of the analyser crystal channel for non zero 2 @. Rotating the second crystal

around the
a

axis is safer because the same point of the crystal surface is used, avoiding errors

due to surface inhomogeneities (Deutsch, personal communication). The rocking curves

obtained by these methods are compared to the theoretical triple reflection profile. The

difference in width can be explained by
a

mosaicity of 10 wad (2" of arc) of the Ge material

over the effectively used scattering volume of the monochromator material. The rocking

curves show a decrease of the tails by several orders of magnitude and a
q~~ decrease is

observed near a scattering angle of 100 ~rad.

A quality criterion of the camera for a
given scattering momentum q is the rejection rate

R (q), that is the ratio of the remaining background for this q value relative to the maximum

intensity of the rocking curve. Rejection ratios R =10~~ and R =10~~
are obtained for

deviation angles 2 8 of I mrad and 0, I mrad respectively. For angles larger than 10 mrad or

distances D*
=

2 ar/q smaller than 3001, the rocking curve is limited by the detector

background and leads to a rejection ratio R =5 x10~~ These can be compared to the

performance of our GDPA 30 camera : a
Guinier-Mering type camera

manufactured by the
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Fig. 3. Rocking curves obtained by rotating either
a

(o) or 2 0 (+) and theoretical rocking curve (...)

for 2 perfect 3 reflections Ge II I grooved crystals. The maximum value is normalized to unity. On the

same scale is also indicated the background scattering measured at the beamstop (BS) edge of our CGR

camera (A). In the latter, the beam focusing occurs with a bent and asymmetrically cut (6°) Ge crystal.

Compagnie Gdn6rale Radiologique at Issy-les-Moulineaux (France) in 1970. Here the

minimum useful angle is limited by the beam-stop size in front of the detector plane. This size

is given by the tail of the direct beam, I.e. the beamstop extends to an angle

2 8 where the parasitic scattering is of the order of magnitude of the scattering coming from

the sample. Triple reflection Ge crystals yield good rejection factors up to particle sizes

D* a few hundred nanometers. A comparison of our camera with the pinhole collimation

SANS Dl I camera at ILL and the double crystal S21 camera at ILL has been performed by

Lesieur et al. [30].

3. Data analysis method.

The goal of scattering experiments is to measure the differential cross section density

dI/dtl of a sample or of a series of samples. Let us consider a sample of thickness

t, made of n uncorrelated particles, having individual cross sections «. Without multiple

scattering one has experimentally access to the quantity
:

~~'

=
t

~~

=

tI~(t1)
=

tn
~"

(2)

where d3' is the probability for a given photon to be scattered in dD when crossing the

sample and has no unit, d3'/dtl
can be expressed in rad~~ and d«/dD in cm~ rad~~ The

quantity d3/dD is also called the absolute intensity I~(D ), is expressed in cm~ rad~ ~ One

uses more often as a short cut cm~ for I~(D) instead of cm~ rad~~
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3.I THE SMEARING PROBLEM. In a real experiment, the incident beam is not parallel and

the scattered light is not measured within an infinitesimal solid angle. One does not measure

directly the differential cross section density d3/dD but an average of d3/dD
over the angular

divergences of both the incident and scattered beams. With a multiple reflection camera the

angular divergence of the incident beam is defined in the horizontal plane by the acceptance

angle of the monochromator. Since the radiation emitted by a
conventional source is very

broad, the angular distribution of the inensity for a given wavelength is proportional to the

reflection coefficient R~~~~ (a ) of the crystal, where
a

is the output angle of the X-rays. In the

vertical plane, the divergence of the beam is defined by the height of the source and that of

the collimating slit located near the monochromator. After Lesieur the angular distribution of

the direct beam intensity after the monochromator can thus be factorized
as follows [3 II :

$
(n0)

~

$
("0' fl0)

~

lo. fmono("0) g (fl0) (3)

f~~~~(a) is proportional to the reflection coefficient of the crystal. The function

g(fl ) is defined by the vertical dimensions of the source and of the collimating slit. They will

be normalized later, thus defining the coefficient lo.

Usually the function g(y) has the shape of a trapezium. Figure 4 shows an experimental

vertical profile of the direct beam. It has been measured in the plane of the analyser slit. One

clearly sees the central plateau and the symmetric shadowed zones on both sides with a linear

decrease of flux with vertical position. Position has been converted to angle seen from the

sample. In order to obtain reliable desmeared spectra, such profiles are systematically

measured with an Image Plate detector system described in [32].

y Y

Source 51 t1 Sample

52
~

Fig. 4. Vertical plane cut of a Bonse-Hart camera designed for a conventional source. Sl is the

collimating slit and 52 the analyser slit, M represents the monochromator. The typical intensity profile

of the beam g (y) in the plane of the analyser slit and the transmission step function h (y) of the analyser

slit are shown on the right.

3.2 ROCKING CURVE wiTHouT SAMPLE. The detection system is composed of a slit which

limits both the beam and the scattered rays in the vertical direction, an analyser crystal and a

detector. The response function E(nj) of the whole can be factorized
as follows

:

E(nl) ~E(£kl'PI) ~fana("I).h(pl) (4)
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f~~(ai) is proportional to the reflection curve of the analyser crystal and h( pi ) is the step

function deftned by the analyser slit height. The intensity measured without sample or the

«
rocking curve »

is the intensity of the direct beam (dI/dn )(n) falling on the detection

system multiplied by its efficiency E (n and averaged over the solid angle n. If the analyser

crystal is rotated by an angle
a one obtains

:

I~eam (a )
=

duo
S

(no) E (no
a

) (5)

or in a more explicit way :

ib~~ (£k )
=

IO d£T0fmono("0) fana("0
"

) dp0 g(fl0) h(p0) (6)

The integral over angle
a represents the angular profile R~(a) of the rocking curve :

Rc(" )
~

dtY0fmono("0) fana("0
"

) (7)

The second integral in equation (6) is a constant. Anticipating to later results, we shall call it

V (0) where V (fl ) is given by :

v (fl )
=

dflo g (flo) h (flo + fl ) (8)

We shall norrnalize the functions R~(a ), g(fl et h(fl ) so that :

+cc
V (0)

=

and R~(a ) da
=

1. (9)

-cc

This leads to the simple relation :

Ibeam(£Y ) =10 R~(£Y ). (10)

We now see that the constant lo is equal to the angular integral of the experimental rocking

curve. If the analyser slit truncates the direct bewn, the condition V(0) =1 means that

lo is the angular integral of this fraction of the direct beam which goes through the analyser

slit. The measured intensity I~e~~(a) is expressed in counts.s~~, R~(a) is in rad~~ and

lo is in rad. counts, s ~. With a maximum intensity of 3
x

10~ counts. s~ and an angular width

near 100 ~rad, lo is about 300 rad. counts. s

lo
=

Ib~~(a ) da (ll)

8 -4 0 4 8

pin mrad

Fig. 5. Experimental vertical profiles of the direct beam in the plane of the analyser slit measured

with phosphorescent screens and scanner. Such profiles
are determined by the vertical sizes of the

source (I mm) and of the collimating slit (4 mm).
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3.3 INTENSITY SCATTERED BY THE SAMPLE. One ray with incident direction

no
=

(ao, flo), and intensity (dI/dD ). dDo after transmission through the sample, gives rise

to a scattered intensity (dI/dD )n
n~

dtlo (d3/dD )n
n n~ per unit solid angle

dn
j

in direction n
j.

Transmitted later by the analyser tilted by an angle
a

and counted by the

detector with global efficiency E (nj
a

), the scattered and measured intensity is obtained

by integration over the solid angles no and nj.

I~(a
=

ldno dn
j

~~'
(nj no)

~
(no) E (n~

a
(12)

dJl dJl

If we use the previous expressions of dI/dn and E (n ) it comes :

im(" )
~

IO dn
I

$
(all' dn0fmono("0) fana(£T0 + "1 "

g(fl0) h(p0 + Pi )

(13)

or after some rearrangement using equations (7) and (8) :

Im(" )
~

IO dnl
$

(all' dn0fmono("0) fana("0 + "1 "
) g(fl0) h(fl0 + PI)

(14)

For an isotropic sample d3'/dD is only a function of the scattering angle 2
=

(a)
+ fl ))~~~

If, as is usually the case, the width of the scattered intensity d3'/dn (2 &) is much larger than

the width of the rocking curve R~(
a

), the convolution in the horizontal direction (along angle

a, where the resolution is high) can be suppressed. One thus obtains the expression

characteristic for smearing due to linear
or quasi-linear collimation

:

im(a
=

lo j~
~°

dfl
i

$ (fi)
v (pi) (15)

Here the rocking curve R~(a) is normalized according to previous condition (12).

(a~
+ fl))~~~ represents the effective scattering angle. Due to the additivity of a~ and

fl) it is much simpler to write I~ and d3/dn
as functions of a~. The following equivalent

expression, presented as a true convolution product yields an inversion forrnula giving

d3'/dn (a) when I~(a ) is known, If we replace d3'/dn (a by I~(a ), we get :

Im(«~)
=

tlo II dU Ia(« ~+ U) G (U) G(U)
=

~ ~/~i)~
/~

(16)

3.4 SoLuTioNs FOR THE DESMEARING PROCEDURE. Many papers have proposed solutions

to the linear collimation smearing problem. The problem was already known in the 50's as

well as the solution for the case of an infinite slit [I Ii.

When the vertical divergence is so large that the quasi-linear collimation becomes an

infinite slit collimation, then the function V(fl) can be set equal to I and the apparatus

function is equal to G(u)
=

II
/.

Invertion of smearing equation can be perforrned

analytically. Following Guinier and Foumet [[[J
we have :

i~~«~~
~

i jj~ ~~y2~
= '~

d

~1°' ~u i~~a 2
+ u)

).
(17)

«t~~-«
~ u
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Apart from the leading constant I/(artlo) this equation tells
us that, in order to desmear the

experimental spectrum, one has to resmear with the same smearing function II
/

and then

take the derivative (relative to coordinate a~. Note that both smeared and unsmeared

intensities are expressed as functions of squared angles a~.

In the finite slit case, the main problem is to find the inverse of the smearing function

G (u). An early solution has been proposed by Kratky [33] when the weighing function has a

Gaussian shape. Numerical tests of the deconvolution have been performed by Schmidt [34]

for Gaussian weighing functions.

An iterative method has been proposed by Lake [35] to desmear experimental spectra. In

fact it smears a hypothetical desmeared curve, compares the resulting curve with the

experimental one and adjusts the desmeared curve to get a good fit between the calculated

smeared curve and the experimental spectrum. Tests of Lake's method have been performed

by Schmidt [34]. An advantage of this method lies in the fact that different smearings (due to

slit height, slit width
or

radiation bandwith)
can be corrected at once. However, convergence

has not been proved and is not always good [36].

Deutsch and Luban [36-39], Schmidt and Ferodov [40], have developed methods to solve

the problem as posed by Kratky. The case of a Gaussian weighing function is often considered

but more realistic cases of rectangular or trapezoidal distributions of intensity of the direct

beam in the detector plane are developed by Luban [38] and Schmidt [40], respectively.

A least squares method has been proposed by Glatter [41-42]. The unsmeared intensity or

its Fourier transform (the Patterson function) is expanded on a basis of appropriate

functions : I (q)
=

3C~. I~(q). It is then smeared, compared to the experimental spectrum

and the coefficients C~ are
determined by a least square procedure. This method needs a

maximum particule size and is not well suited to interacting particules. Efforts are currently

being made to remove this condition [43].

3.5 AN ALGEBRAIC soLuTIoN. A formulation has been given by Strobl [44] in order to

develop an efficient method for desmearing spectra from a Kratky camera. It has recently

been adapted and used by Lesieur and Zemb for multiple crystal cameras [30-31]. Strobl

introduced a function G* defined by :

l~ ~~~(V).G*(u-v)= y(u)= (0ifu~0j
~"

l ifu~o
(18)

where Y (u ) is the Heavyside function. The analytical solution G * (u )
=

I/(ar /)
is valid for

small u. For larger u, G* (u) can be deterrnined recursively from small to large values of

u. The smearing of I~(a) with function G* leads to the primitive (versus a~ of the

absolute intensity I~(a ). Taking then the derivative one gets the following simple formula

[31] :

ia(a2) =1 iii'i (a2)
=

i~~ «~~ II dUlm~a~+ U~ G" ~~~ ~~~~

If one determines the constant lo, I.e. if one measures the direct beam intensity (usually

through a calibrated attenuator to prevent saturation of the detector) and the scattered beam

with exactly the same
slit heights, then desmeared spectra on the absolute scale in

cm~ ~. rad~~
can be obtained. Since lo is the area of the direct beam transmitted through the

sample, the correction due the transmission factor of the sample is performed in the same

step.

Let
us sum up the procedure and give

a simple recipe to desmear on an absolute scale.
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Starting with
an experimental spectrum 1(8) in counts. s~~, integrate the central region

corresponding to the direct beam transmitted by the sample. lo in rad. counts. s is obtained.

Then divide1( 8) by this area lo and also by the thickness t of the sample. This gives a new

smeared intensity in cm~ rad~ ~. Now desmear it with a
G*(fl~) function in rad~ and get

the desmeared intensity on the absolute scale in cm~ ~. rad~ ~ We finally insist upon the use of

angles in radians (never use another unit nor q in h~
~) so that as

few constants as possible are

introduced.

3.6 DESMEARED APPARATUS FUNCTION ON AN ABSOLUTE SCALE. Smearing and desmea-

ring equations
are linear transformations. Thus it is meaningful to desmear the rocking curve

recorded with the empty camera. Several rocking curves corresponding to different vertical

apertures have been plotted in figures 6a and 6b. On a linear scale we can see that the width of

the rocking curve does not vary with the vertical divergence (Fig. 6a). Figure 6b shows that

rocking curves recorded with different beam powers and different vertical beam divergences

lead to nearly the same apparatus function after desmearing and scaling. For the latter

operation, a standard sample thickness of 0.I cm was used. A small deviation is observed at

large momentum : rocking curves measured with a large divergence, and thus a high beam

intensity are less sensitive to the detector background, The region below the curves shows in

figure 6b is accessible only after subtraction of a high background. These curves can be

considered as a lower limit to the measurement of a real I (q) spectrum.

They can be compared to a
theoretical calculation off (q) before studying a new sample.

For comparison to scattering by spheres, the envelope of PR(q) curves for spheres of radius

to

~s

T
E

»
~

~

isb0

4
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Fig. 6. - g plot

reflection Ge
lll

observed
at q

ith
a

larger vertical
divergence. The

straight line, whose slope is - 3, the

envelope of P~(q) curves for spheres of radius R when R is varied. It is

PR(q) for q.R=
.46.

The of spheres relative to solvent is AB=l0~~lJl~ I-e-

Ap = 0.3 e/l~
or the lectron density of water for AXS.

The
olume

action is 0.I ifi.
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R, when R is varied, has been drawn. It is a straight line whose slope is -3. The

PR (q ) curves are tangent to this line for q R
=

2,46. The volume fraction is set to 0. I fb and

the contrast of spheres relative to solvent is All =10~~h/h~
or Ap

=

0.3 e/h~ I.e. the

effective electron density of water for SAXS.

4. Experimental examples.

4.I RESOLUTION LIMIT : SCATTERING FROM THE RAT TAIL COLLAGEN FIBERS. In order to

compare the possibilities of a focusing camera and a multiple crystal camera on a typical

colloidal sample, we decided to measure the same sample made of a bundle of strained

aligned wet rat tail collagen fibers [45] with a
focusing camera and our triple axis laboratory

setup. The best focusing camera available in our neighbourhood is the double monochromator

setup D22 in perrnanent use at L.U.R.E. (Orsay, France) developed by C. Williams. The

characteristic flux at the time of the measurement was 5 x10? photons.s~~ for a l0keV

energy. This value was estimated by using the scattering given by a 1.5 mm thick water sample

in a given solid angle. The 2 mm wide beam-stop is located near the detector 1.5 m after the

sample. Its size is imposed by the divergence of the beam, in order to obtain a total flux of the

order of 100-300 photons.s~ in the detector, but outside the beam-stop. The beam-stop size

limitation is given by the defects of the two Ge crystals used as monochromators.

Figure 7 compares the results obtained with a 5 h scan of the first Bragg peak obtained in

the laboratory using the multiple crystal method. With
a linear detector on a storage ring,

twenty orders of reflection
are

easily
seen

with a gas detector however, the first few orders

are superimposed to a big
«

tail
»

of parasitic scattering. The width of each peak is the same

on all orders (2
x

10 ~ h~ ~) and is slightly larger than the size of the beam in the detector

plane, due to the resolution of the electronics (300~m FWHM). Three peaks can be

accurately scanned during a 24 h experiment in the laboratory : these peaks have the same

width as the empty camera rocking curve
(3

x
10~ ~ A~ FIVHM, or 2 ~m Bragg periodicity in

real space !). The q-independent resolution of the multiple reflection camera is therefore of

o.o12

Scattering Vector Q I.I

Fig. 7. First peak of the X-ray diffraction spectrum from the rat tail collagen fibers obtained
on

the

Bonse-Hart camera (lower curve, scanning time 5 h) compared to that obtained with D22 camera at

LURE (upper curve, I h exposure).
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the order of I ~m, Bragg spacing. The spatial extent of the monocrystalline arrangement of

the rat tail collagen is larger than our resolution. Hence, the same wet collagen reflections

used to calibrate the neutron Dl I camera at Institut Laue-Langevin are a very handy sample

for checking resolution in USAXS.

4.2 EFFECT OF SLIT HEIGHT: SCATTERING FROM PACKED SILICA SPHERES. In order to

check our apparatus as well as the deconvolution procedure, spectra from a unique sample

with different experimental conditions were recorded and desmeared. The sample is a silica

gel in a solid state obtained by aggregation and drying of monodispersed silica spheres in

solution (thickness
=

0.07 cm). The radius of these spheres as deterrnined by the oscillations

seen in the X-ray scattering pattem is about 1500h. Both the monochromator and the

analyser slits have been varied by modifying either the direct beam profile or the analyser slit

function. The slit heights as well as the small and large bases of the trapezoidal vertical profile

of the direct beam in the plane of the analyser slit have been measured as exposed previously

and the results are given in table II.

Table II. Experimental collimation conditions, momentum &q~ equivalent to the halfwidth

of smearing function V(fl ) and limit slope in the Porod region as used to test the desmearing

procedure.

Parameter for spectrum A B C D E F

Analyser Slit (mm) 24 24 4 0.5

Collimation Slit (mm) 4 2

Small Base (mm) 6.2 5.3 1.8 0.6 0.5 0.5

Great Base (mm) 8.4 7.1 3.9 2.7 2.9 2.9

Limit slope :

smeared 3.05 3.0 3.42 3.75 3.75 3.8

unsmeared 4.0 4.0 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.0

&q~ 0. I1 0.12 0.027 0.01 0.01 0.0086

This sample, provided by Dr. Joanicot, exhibits a large contrast (silica relative to air). At

constant volume fraction, the scattered intensity is proportional to the volume of the particles,

that is, to the third power of the radius. This largely favours spheres with a 500 h radius

relative to smaller ones. These reasons together with the fact that no multiple scattering has

been observed, supported our choice of this sample as a real deconvolution test sample.

The experimental spectra on a logarithmic scale are given in figure 8a. All the curves have

been normalized to the maximum of the first peak. Near the first maximum the different

curves can hardly be differenciated. In fact the vertical divergence converted in momentum

units (see Tab. II) is always much larger than the position q~~~ of the maximum of the peak.

The collimation in this q range is always equivalent to that of an infinite slit.

The desmeared curves (according to the procedure previously described) are displayed in

figure 8b. The spectra are presented exactly as they appear at the end of the procedure and no

factor has been introduced in order to rescale the maxima of the first peak. A systematic

spacing of 0.5 log unit has been introduced to prevent a
superposition of the curves. This

clearly shows that desmearing and scaling to absolute intensity work very well in practical

cases. After desmearing, the first peak is much more narrow
and characteristic of strongly

interacting spheres. Relative to the peak position observed before desmearing, it is also
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shifted towards larger q values :
smearing a peak enhances the intensity at a momentum

below q~~~ but not at a momentum above q~~~, I.e. smearing shifts a peak to lower q values.

The absolute intensity about 106 cm~~ is orders of magnitude above the usual range for

micelles (about 10~2 to I cm~l)
: a factor of 100 for the radius leads to an increase by a factor

of 106 for the intensity further enhanced by the high contrast. Large particles are very intense

scatterers. The reproducibility and the quality of the spectra clearly show that the multiple

crystal camera is very well suited to study large objects for which light scattering should

present multiple scattering.

For large q values the curves present many oscillations of the form factor for sphere. The

limit slope in the Porod region varies from 3 to 4 for the experimental smeared spectra

depending on the vertical slit settings (see also Tab. II). That is, when one slit height

increases, the collimation varies at a
given but large q from a punctual to a linear one. The

intermediate curve with a slope of 3.5 shows that collimation can continuously vary from

punctual to linear.

After desmearing the limit slope in the Porod region is always very close to 4 as is shown

in figure 8b. The oscillations of the form factor for spheres are nicely superposed. A well

defined limit can be found for q~ I (q ) giving access to the specific interface area without use

of the invariant. This has been recently used to determine the specific area of emulsified oil

droplets [30].

4.3 INTERACTING SPHERICAL COLLOIDAL PARTICLES: FLUORINATED LATEXES. Let us

now tum towards another class of problems in the physics of colloids : the knowledge of the

pair interaction potential between spherical colloids is crucial in order to understand the

6
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physics of interfaces at the nanometric scale. The first quantitative self-consistent approach

has been made using the so-called
«

rescaled
mean spherical approach

»
(RMSA) by Hansen

and Hayter [46-47], and applied to micelles. The analytic expression of the potential is

supposed to be known and is the screened electrostatic potential : simultaneous determination

of the form factor P (q ), the scattering of a single colloid, and the interparticle structure factor

S(q) allow a direct measure of the net surface charge measured at the hard sphere radius as

well as the mass of the particle. This method is now routinely used to analyse the interaction

in colloidal systems for small particles of radius less than 100 h [48-49].

By extending the q-range to lower angles, there is a possibility of determining the energy of

contact of two large spherical colloidal particles, without any extrapolation towards infinite

dilution. We choose to show this on a concentrated solution of fluorinated latex particles
: the

radius is easy to determine using the oscillations obtained on the deconvoluted spectra at large

angles : the radius of the latex spheres used is 800 h. These fluorinated latex solutions kindly

provided by Piazza are well characterized [50-51] : the density is well known and equal to

2.1g/cm3; the mass fraction (and thus volume fraction) can be easily determined by

evaporation of the solvent and weighing. Data have been obtained at 5 fb and 10 fb volume

fraction. Figure 9 represents a desmeared spectrum recorded for a volume fraction of latex in

water ~p =

10 Ili. The invariant Q~ has been calculated for these spectra according to the

following equation :

Q~
=

lq~i~(q) dq
=

2 ar2(AB )2 ~p
(i ~p). (20)

~

The comparison of the invariants obtained from X-ray scattering via the second term of

equation (20) and that obtained from the chemical characterization of the sample agree well

(Q* =95 x10~~~h~~). The scattered intensity I(q) was calculated using the Hayter-

Penfold method [47] by using only the net surface charge as a free parameter. A very good fit

is obtained on the absolute scale for a charge of 9 x 10~ ~? C, leading to a surface charge of
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Fig. 9. Interaction peak of
a

solution of perfluorinated latex spheres after desmearing on an
absolute

scale. 10 ifi volume fraction, 8001radius. A fit of the experimental spectrum by I(q)
=

P(q)

S(q) is shown together with the P (q) and S(q) factors.

0.I ~C/cn/, which is a quite typical value. The P (q) and the S(q) factors have also been

drawn. Repulsions between the spheres lead to a quite small value of S(q) at q
=

0. This

experiment shows that USAXS using a multiple crystal setup allows the deterrnination of

interparticle scattering with particles as large
as

0001, when desmeared data are available

at q
=10~~l~~

4.4 SCATTERING BY PoRous GRAPHITE. In order to characterize the porosity of

crosslinked or highly connected dry materials such as catalysts, cross-linked polymer resins or

porous coal, a careful determination of the exponent fl in the scattering of the form

I (q)
=

q~ ~ is needed. Here, the problem is to discard instrumental broadening, deformation

due to large count-rate contrasts in position sensitive detectors or multiple scattering effects.

The scattered intensity may be large enough : the multiple reflection Bonse-Hart setup is here

the most reliable experimental technique to obtain an artefact-free scattering curve extending

over two decades at least in the q-direction. For
mass fractals, the exponent fl is between I

and 3 for surface fractals, the exponent is between 3 and 5 [52-53]. When the exponent is

exactly 4, a direct determination of the surface-to-volume ratio is possible (Porod law) if the

scattering measurements are made on absolute scale and if the electron density contrast is

known. If a surface layer of constant thickness is adsorbed at the surface, such as for example

a surfactant layer, the asymptotic limiting law is the sum of q~~ and a
q~~ terms, which

complicates the analysis.

As an example of the use of a multiple crystal camera, we choose to measure the low end of

the scattering of porous coal kindly provided by Pr. Schmidt. A debated question is whether a

fractal structure is responsible for the deviation observed towards the Porod law with porous

graphite powder [54-55]. We recorded the spectra for different slit heights, as we did with the

silica sphere samples. The spectra are very smooth and no structure is present. Before

desmearing, the slope varies from 2.7 to 3.6, after desmearing a slope of 3.7 ± 0.I is

obtained with our camera (see Fig. 10a). This measured slope is the same as that obtained by

Schmidt by using other methods. The absence of structures and the limiting slope away from
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4 are generally presented as arguments in favour of a fractal structure. With our sample,

whose thickness is about 0.05 cm, we observed that multiple X-ray scattering is present at low

q values as shown in figure 10b. The scattering is so intense that a very broadened beam but

not the direct beam is observed after the sample. It may also be due to refraction of the direct

beam through the crystallites of graphite. In this case, the 3.7 slope is undoubtedly due to

the fractal geometry of porous graphite. A possible effect of the thickness of the sample is

however difficult to test due to the difficulty in obtaining very thin homogeneous samples. For

this sample the background of the camera could not be subtracted due to the broadening of

the direct beam but it was much lower than the scattering by the sample, When scattering is

very intense a procedure similar to that of Dwiggins might be used for background

subtraction [56].

4.5 SWOLLEN LAMELLAR PHASES oF FLUOROCARBON SURFACTANTS. A few surfactants

showing low solubilities in water can form spontaneous swollen liquid crystals at high

dilution :
binary surfactant-water mixtures show fluid birefringent phases with only a few

percent weight surfactant. The microscopic periodicity between repulsive bilayers in these

solutions is of the order of 000 h. Chittofrati [57] and Dubois [58] have shown that some

perfluoropolyethers (PFPE) show this behaviour in water. The repulsive force responsible for

this swelling is the screened electrostatic force and the swelling is limited by an order-disorder

transition towards a
disordered connected lamellar phase [59].

Using neutron scattering, the Bragg peaks indexed 1-2-3 are easily measured with an

exposure time of
a few minutes in the q-range

10~~i~~
to 10 ~l~~ allowing precise

determination of the spacing. However, up to now, Bragg peak width could nether be

measured in the electrostatic repulsion case on swollen lamellar phases by using neutron

scattering because the powder ring width is limited by the source size (collimation). We

therefore measured the Bragg peak widths
on PFPE solutions provided by Montefluos Spa. A

spectrum from a 0.5 fb w/w solution of PFPE in water at room temperature is shown in

m
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- attering from
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figure I I. While the scattering peaks are clearly larger than the resolution of our camera, as is

shown by the scattering of rat tail collagen, the two reflections showed the same width and

there was no intense scattering in the center :
thermal disorder (of the first type as introduced

by Guinier) as well as substitution disorder (of the second type) can be ruled out in this case.

The peak broadening is due to the small size of the crystallites. The high value of the bending

rigidity of these highly charged stiff bilayers induces probably a large concentration of

defects
:

the average distance between defects is of the order of 2 000 h, because the FWHM

broadening of the peaks is 4 x10T~h~~. The pedodicity of the lamellar liquid crystal

obtained is 490h
: the typical extension of domains with the same director direction has

therefore be deterrnined by this experiment to be of the order of ten liquid crystal periods.

4.6 SCArrERING oF MONODISPERSE COLLOIDAL SiLicA GELS. Concentrated solutions of

silica particles of diameter 3 2001 forrn gels made by close packed particles in water up to a

concentration (55 fb) where a transparent glass is formed. The gel stabilisation is mainly due

to electrostatic repulsions. This system provided by Persello and studied by Cabane and

coworkers [60] has been chosen here to show a deconvoluted scattering curve I (q) obtained

with our multiple crystal camera. The volume fraction of particles in the sample used for

figure12 is 20 fb. The strong repulsive interaction peaks dominate the scattering : the low

scattering obtained for low angles is typical of a strongly repulsive colloidal system and

disappears when salt of the order of 0.01M is added to the sample. The width of the

interaction peaks is related to the ratio of thermal energy to repulsive electrostatic interaction

between particles.

x5

O-OS

Scattering Vector q j A-I j

Fig. 12. Scattering from
a

concentrated colloidal solution of silica in water. The spheres are 0.32 ~m

in diameter, their volume fraction is 20 ifi.

Conclusion.

A comparison of the performances and uses of a focusing camera and a multiple crystal

camera is given in the table below [61].
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Multiple crystal camera
Focusing camera

~
resolution q-independent all points sampled in 2D together

~'" ~ ~~~ ~~~~
resolution A -independent 2D detection allows anisotropic samples

surface perturbated crystal natural divergence of beam

main limitations chemical etching penumbra of main slits

resistance to incoming flux count-rate of available detectors

The possibilities offered by this type of camera are very promising for colloidal samples of

typical sizes of the order of 000 1
:

for smaller samples or periodicities, a focusing camera as

introduced by Guinier is more efficient because all the data points are collected together. The

limit between the two strategies can be evaluated practically at q
=

0.01 l~ The domain

where this type of double crystal multiple reflection setup as
pioneered by Bonse and Hart is

not yet obtainable by any other technique is the measurement of Bragg peak profiles, as
this

arrangement was used in order to investigate the power law decay near the Bragg peaks in

lamellar liquid crystals stabilised by fluctuations [62].

The main drawback of the multiple reflection double crystal camera is the asymmetry of the

collimation requiring systematic deconvolution procedures before obtaining interpretable

decay laws of scattering. In order to avoid this problem, the so-called
«

crossed Bonse-Hart
»

geometry has been tested successfully on a storage ring at DESY for reflectivity studies [63-

64] and for porosity studies [25]. A proposal exists to build a camera of this type as a public

facility at ESRF, allowing for the first time access to weak X-ray scattering in the q-range

around 10~ ~ h~ [65]. The resolution, set by the multiple reflection crystals, is independent of

the wavelength used. This type of arrangement would make full use of the hard X-ray

spectrum soon available at ESRF, because the rocking curve angular width decreases with the

wavelength. So, a good penetration in colloidal samples would allow for sample thicknesses of

several millimeters as in neutron scattering. The performance of multiple reflection

arrangements for energies up to 50 kev has been recently thoroughly tested [66]. Moreover,

the width of the rocking curve can be adjusted as well as the reflectivity
or the beam size using

asymmetrical multiple reflection crystals [28]. Wilkins has recently developed this technique

introducing the design of condensing-collimating channel cut crystals [67]. The proposed

«
crossed Bonse-Hart

»
facility would allow for the first time quantitative scattering studies of

emulsions, concentrated latex solutions and other systems of large industrial use available

such as, sometimes metastable, concentrated solutions of large colloidal particles.
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